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absoluteReinforcement: 

Harnessing the power of reward-based 
training! 

!
!

This eBook will help you to: 

!
- Supercharge your dog training! 
- Develop awesome motivation and work-ethic in your dog! 
- Nurture a relationship everyone else will be envious of! 
- Learn how to move from rewarding your dog every time to only 

sometimes! 
- Create a calm dog! 
- Learn some of the intricacies of reward-based training 
- Get the most in learning and performance for companionship, sport, fun 

& success! 
- Discover the FIVE changes to your dog training that will make all the 

difference! 
!
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!
Introduction: So what is reinforcement? 

!
We like to imagine dogs’ brains as a big warren or network of tunnels 
(neuronal connections). These connect various areas that involve thought 
and movement. Every time a dog performs an action, activity shoots from 
one area of thought to another of movement by means of the tunnels, 
resulting in motion and the behaviour in question. By us rewarding the dog 
for performing the behaviour, we are “reinforcing” that action and 
pathway - strengthening and reinforcing the walls of the tunnel and hence 
making it more likely to be used in the future! 

There are two types of reinforcement - positive and negative. Positive 

reinforcement involves giving the dog something it really loves or likes. 
Negative reinforcement means taking away from the dog something 
that it doesn’t like. Of course, here at absoluteDOGS we are only 
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concerned with positive reinforcement - because negative reinforcement is 
not nice for our pet to experience! 
!
So when we give our dog a piece of food, throw a toy, have a game of 
chase or allow him/her to go play with another in response to a good 
behaviour, we are reinforcing that behaviour. But reinforcement doesn’t 
end there - how can we better reinforce desired behaviours in our 
dogs? 
!
One trick that we just love is to split the reinforcement up into 
components, and we have devised the following six components that can 
be manipulated in reinforcing our dogs: 
!

1.Schedule	
2.Markers	
3.Transitions	
4.Reinforcers	
5.Placement	
6.Rate	
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Let’s start with schedule: 

Schedule is how often we reinforce each behaviour our dogs do. We 
always start on a continuous schedule of reinforcement - rewarding each 
time our dog does it - on new behaviours and behaviours our dogs are still 
learning. Once our dogs know the behaviour, we have a choice of four 
partial schedules of reinforcement, which mens we move to not rewarding 
the behaviour every time. We do this on a per-behaviour basis, so we treat 
each behaviour our dogs know as a separate entity with its very own 
schedule we have chosen. 

!
So partial schedule one. Partial schedule one is a fixed interval schedule 
- what does this mean? Simply, we reward our dogs after a certain amount 
of time has elapsed, for example, 20 seconds of sits with only the sit after 
the twenty seconds elapsing being rewarded. This is the weakest schedule 
of reinforcement we could choose. It results in very low performance, and 
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the dog will decrease performance and slowly increase it leading up to 
completion of the interval, 20 seconds in this case. This is not a schedule 
that we want, but often people fall into this trap! Owners and trainers do it 
very unintentionally by say spending twenty seconds getting the treat from 
the treat pouch while they ask for behaviours and then rewarding 
immediately - they are putting their dogs on a fixed interval of 
reinforcement! Anybody guilty of this? When someone comes to us with 
learning or performance issues in their dogs, we often find that identifying 
what schedules of reinforcement are being used and improving is the key 
to their success, and this fixed interval schedule is often the culprit! 
!
The second schedule is a variable interval of reinforcement. This is the 
same as a fixed interval BUT the interval itself varies. This results in a 
steady performance with no fluctuations relating to time as in the fixed one 
as the time constantly varies. The problem? This schedule still results in 
relatively low performance, and, if you fumble about in your treat pouch for 
varying times each time, then you may be employing a variable interval of 
reinforcement!! 
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The third schedule is a fixed ratio. This schedule does not relate to time 
elapsed since last reinforced but rather the number of behaviours the 

dog performs. For example, if you are using this schedule for sit, you 
may reward a sit every three times religiously. As you can probably guess 
now, this schedule results in a higher performance than the other two as it 
relates directly to the dog performing the behaviour rather than the amount 
of time elapsed BUT leads to a brief decrease in performance after the 
reinforcement due to the predictable number required before 
reinforcement. 
!
How can we make this more effective?  
This leads onto the fourth and final schedule of reinforcement - a variable 

ratio of reinforcement. This schedule is just like the fixed schedule but 
the number of performances of the behaviours varies. We work on 
the basis of an average, so, let’s say Fido’s sit is on an average of 3, 
sometimes I may reinforce after one performance, the next time after two, 
the next time after four, the next time after three, the next time after one, 
the next time after five, and so on. By using this schedule to reinforce 
behaviours your dog knows you get STABLE and HIGH performance! It’s 
brilliant, and later on we will give you some tips of how you can move your 
dogs over to this variable ratio of reinforcement. 
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So that’s schedules as a component of the reinforcement strategies we will 
be using. Now let’s go back to our other components of reinforcement - 
the next one on the list is marker 
!
Markers	
What is a marker? A marker is a word, action or sound that we use to 
mark the moment a good behaviour is performed. This is great as it 
avoids confusion and hence frustration and also ensures that the right 
behaviours are being reinforced - for example the movement to a sit rather 
than the stationary sit position. The marker is always followed by the 
reinforcer that you are using - for example, mark then treat! 

!
A clicker is an example of a 
commonly used marker, and there 
are so many more!! We can develop 
a wide variety of markers, for 
example verbal markers, touch 
markers, movement markers, short-
distance markers, long-distance 
markers - the options are endless! 
Then these markers can vary in 
arousal, so we can have markers to 
reward calm behaviours that in 
themselves are calming or markers 
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than reward high arousal behaviours and are in themselves arousing! 
!
Develop as many markers for your dog as you can and always have in 
mind what sort of behaviours you want to reinforcement and want arousal 
levels you want those behaviours to have intrinsically. 
!
Reinforcers	
!
Reinforcers are all the different 
things that our dogs love - be it food, 
a tug toy or a ball. These are a 
fundamental component of your 
reinforcement strategy as, if your dog 
doesn’t like them, then they won’t be 
reinforced! Remember that it is not 
what you would like to reward your 
dog with but what your dog finds 

rewarding. If your dog doesn’t get 
what he expects to get in your 
reinforcement strategy, then he can 
even find it punishing - it’s like a 
disappointment effect!! This is why it 
is so important to build value in 
many reinforcers so that you have the 
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choice of what best fits the situation and your dog isn’t being punished by 
your choice of reinforcer! 

What are your dog’s top ten reinforcers? 

Transitions	
Transitions represent the time between performance of one behaviour and 
performance of the next behaviour. So this is the period after we have 
marked the behaviour through giving the reinforcer until we cue the next 
behaviour. The way that we can make the most of this period is by 
changing the way we deliver the reinforcers. Again we can use this to 
manipulate how much reinforcement our dog gets from applying the 
reinforcer and the arousal levels associated with the behaviour. Examples 
of transitions include throwing the reinforcer - be it a toy or food, delivering 
a reinforcer directly to the dog’s mouth, running over to the reinforcer (for 
example a bowl of food), calmly placing the reinforcer on the floor and 
releasing to dog to it and so on. The opportunities again are endless, and 
we can choose our transitions with the behaviour and associated arousal 
levels in mind! 

1 6

2 7

3 8

4 9

5 10
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Want some inspiration?  
!

Reinforcer Transition
Food Throw away!

Food Throw for catch!

Food Run to food bowl!

Food Multiple pieces thrown in different 
directions!

Toy Tug!

Toy Run over to dead toy/toy in bowl!

Toy Chasing tug!

Toy Throw away & Retrieve!

Toy Throwing for catch!

Toy Attached to a lunge whip!

Cheering Stationary!

Cheering Running around!!

Contact with you! Stationary!

Contact with you! Chase!

Reinforcer
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Placement	
Next is placement of the reinforcer - placing the reinforcer will depend on 
what aspects of the behaviour we are wanting to reinforcer. For example, 
reinforcing long distance behaviours could be paired with placement of the 
reward at that distance while rewarding close behaviours, like heelwork, 
could be paired with very close reinforcer placement. 
!
Rate	
Finally, rate of reinforcement. This is different from the schedule of 
reinforcement that we have already discussed. This relates to how much 
we apply the reinforcer for completion of a behaviour, so we may rapidly 
feed the dog five treats and then move on - this would be more arousing 

Interaction with other dogs! Playing!

Interaction with other dogs! Racing!

Sniffing! Find it!

Swimming! Racing! Splashing!

And so many more!! And so many more!!

TransitionReinforcer
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than calmly and slowly feeding the dog treats. We can also use rapid and 

slow fire rates to build duration into a behaviour by starting with a rapid 
fire rate when your dog is in the desired position and gradually moving to 
slow and then very slow fire. 

!
So these are the components of reinforcement that we can manipulate to 
get exactly what we want, and we consider and adapt each one to our 
desired outcome. 
!
Consider teaching your dog to lie down very quickly on cue at a distance - 
we could utilise a continuous schedule of reinforcement while he is 
learning it; use a long-distance marker like a thumbs up; use a high value 
reinforcer such as food or a toy; a transition such as running to the dog or 
throwing; a long distance placement of reward, even behind the dog; and 
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a single fire rate progressing to a rapid fire rate to develop duration in the 
behaviour, once we have the initial down at a distance on cue. 
This would obviously be very different to our choices for each component 
when working on a calm lie down at my side when at a seminar, the vet or 
training class. 
!
Breaking down the reinforcement and adapting each component to your 
desired outcome gives rise to the process we call: 
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The nature of the reinforcement influences the next performance of the 
behaviour so that it can be reinforced again and so on and so on. The 
bonus - the dog never gets it wrong, we work towards and achieve the 
behaviours we want through the very best in positive reinforcement, and 
we can apply it to any situation!! 
!
Reinforcement is fun isn’t it!? But the fun doesn’t end there - here are five 
tips to improve the way you reinforce your dog. You’ve got the breaking 
the reinforcement up into components stuff sussed now, and these five 
more tips will make you master reinforcers!! 
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The 5 Tips for 

absoluteReinforcement: 
1) Move known behaviours onto a variable schedule of reinforcement 

How? 
Start with the behaviours your dog loves doing - that are intrinsically 
reinforcing. For some dogs that may be a spin for others it may be a sit! 
Work on these behaviours first. When you have these behaviours onto a 
variable schedule of reinforcement, then ask for one of the behaviours that 
your dog doesn’t find as intrinsically amazing and follow with a behaviour 
he does like and reward that one. Build up the numbers and always 
remember that a variable schedule works on an average number of 
performances, so reward below and above your average that you have for 
each behaviour your dog knows. 
!
2) The next tip is to use lots of VARIETY. Use variety in your markers, 

transitions, reinforcers, placements & rates. Keep a diary if you need to! 
!
3) The third tip is use SURPRISE for your best behaviours! The surprise 

could be a new reinforcer or a new transition and so on or a 
combination of two or three new components to the reinforcement! A 
great example of this is working with food straight to the mouth and 
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then rewarding a great behaviour with a game of chase of a toy around 
your garden! 

!
4) The fourth tip is double-up! Doubling up means that you reward your 

dog with one reinforcer and then another and so on. So you could 
reward your dog with food then a game of tug, or a game of tug and 
then a ball to retrieve. This is so cool as the dog loves it and makes 
such a difference to motivation to learn!! It’s dog training rocket fuel! 

!
How do you plan to double up? 

!
5) Release words are reinforcing! 
If your dog knows release words for certain behaviours like a sit or down 
stay or a release word from a mat or crate, don’t forget that these cues are 
reinforcing to our dogs and can be used in a reinforcement strategy!!

First Reinforcer! Second Reinforcer!

When?
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Happy Dog Training! 
Tom & Lauren



-Benjamin Franklin
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